
THE URGENT NEED

There are now more ways than ever to capture patient 
data: electronic health records, patient surveys, claims 
data, and more. Although these data have great 
potential to inform both research and care for behavioral 
health conditions, it has been challenging to extract 
meaningful and actionable insights due to the manual, 
time-consuming analysis processes, and the lack of 
standardization.

NeuroBlu Research leverages the NeuroBlu database, 
which employs novel Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) algorithm that transforms psychiatry notes into 
quantifiable, research-ready data.

OUR SOLUTION
With the most robust behavioral health database 
of its kind and seamless AI-powered analytic tools, 
NeuroBlu is a data and analytics platform that enables 
the generation of scientifically validated and clinically 
meaningful insights in behavioral health.

NeuroBlu Research is a data analytics solution with a 
custom-built architecture that leverages NeuroBlu’s 
robust database to harness the power and innovation 
of high-performance computing to real-world studies. 
Equipped with user-friendly tools that streamline analysis 
and reduce the potential for error, NeuroBlu Research 
delivers insights to users without hours spent cleaning 
data and troubleshooting code.
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VALUEGAIN INSIGHTS

Cohort Builder: Build a study cohort in a few clicks 
using our intuitive graphical interface, and view 
cohort characteristics with charts updated in real-
time.

Category Mapper: Create custom categories 
for use across multiple projects by leveraging this 
streamlined tool to build groupings of values (e.g., 
diagnosis codes or drug type).

Code Studio: Perform custom analytics in R or 
Python with your own code or from our built-in 
library of code templates for popular studies.

Academia: Enable groundbreaking research and 
answer novel questions in pre-clinical research, 
diagnostics, health economics, and health services 
research.

Government and Regulators: Advance regulatory 
decision-making and inform health system 
innovation with real-world data.

Life Sciences: Use real-world evidence to bring 
treatments to market faster, improve the probability 
of R&D success, and enhance the differentiation of 
commercial products.

Payers: Leverage next-generation predictive 
analytics to improve health outcomes and value of 
care.

Data Explorer: View data and get high-level 
summaries of the dataset, with dynamic and 
interactive visualizations describing the population 
characteristics.

Insights Explorer: Generate insights without any 
coding required. All is done via an intuitive interface 
to access pre-defined use cases and and filter the 
NeuroBlu database based on your needs.
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